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A note on the talk tracks:
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Each reason to believe follows a three-step rhythm: first, introduce the pillar; then discuss
the Surface Book 2 features; and finally, explore the “Day in the Life” scenario, which
features some marketing research—ideally, you will customize the talk track on this slide
for your audience.

Today we’re here to talk about Surface Book 2—the most powerful Surface Book to date.

Feature call-outs
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Surface Book 2 was designed to expand and improve upon the revolutionary Surface
Book. Now Microsoft’s most performant laptop comes with two times the power, better
performance, better graphics, a vibrant PixelSense™ display, and longer battery life.
[Talk through features]
What I want to drive home today is that Surface Book 2 is more than just a versatile
device—it’s a business powerhouse that adapts to the way your teams work.

Pillars
We leveraged customer feedback to design the new and improved Surface Book 2—our
most powerful, most versatile laptop ever. This device was created and refined with four
things in mind.
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Surface Book 2 is built to:
Outfit your teams with best-in-class performance
Adapt to the way your team works
Showcase your team’s creativity with its beautiful design
Unlock the best of Microsoft
What does that mean? Let’s walk through how Surface Book 2 can help your teams hit the
next level.

Performance – intro
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[no notes]

Performance – detail
High-speed dual- or quad-core Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processors
The Surface Book 2 is available with i5 and i7 processors and is twice as powerful as the
previous Surface Book.
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The latest NVIDIA GeForce Dedicated GPUs
Powerful graphics processors combined with the vibrant PixelSense™ display makes video
playback, creative work, and video editing stand out.
Up to 17 hours of battery life—the most ever on a Surface
With a battery life that’s 70% longer than the latest MacBook Pro, Surface Book 2 lets your
teams do more—no matter where they’re working.
More storage for more ideas
Surface Book 2 comes with up to 1TB of lightning-fast storage and 16GB of R.

Performance – scenario
Note: Below are some examples of market research, but feel free to customize to your
audience
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45% of enterprises list “increasing workforce productivity” among the goals of their
business mobility programs. (VMware State of Business Mobility Report; “Are You Ready
for the Modern Workforce” checklist)
83% of professionals depend on technology to collaborate, but less than 30% of today’s
employees have access to a premium device. (Alfresco survey, PSB survey; “Are You Ready
for the Modern Workforce” checklist)

Adaptability – intro
8
[No notes]

Adaptability – detail
Surface Book 2 was built to be everything your team needs, whenever they need it: a
laptop, a tablet, a studio, and a presentation device. With its four working modes, versatile
ports, and smart accessories, your teams can now use their devices in whatever way works
best for them.
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Four modes of working
Laptop mode: use Surface Book as a conventional laptop and enjoy the improved
keyboard and touchpad
Tablet mode: detach the tablet from the keyboard and sketch, draw, mark up, and work
on the go
Studio mode: fold the tablet over and work in a natural creative posture
View mode: raise the screen and give presentations or video chat
Connect with more ports
Now equipped with both USB 3.0 ports and USB-C ports to connect faster to more
devices, transfer files, charge devices, and display video
Smart accessories
Work intuitively with Surface Pen and Dial
Hinge

The Surface Book 2’s dynamic fulcrum hinge gives you just the right amount of resistance,
without feeling too stiff or too loose
The tablet attaches to the hinge magnetically, and snaps easily on and off when you want
to switch between modes
Adaptability – scenario

Note: Below are some examples of market research, but feel free to customize to your
audience
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Since 2015, the number of pen/ink capable devices has increased by 93.6% (page 8 of
Surface Pro deck, JD Power and Associates)
77% of employees believe creativity will be a critical job skill in the future (Steelcase case
study; Play to your Employees’ Strengths e-book, 8.21.17 version)

Beautiful Design – intro
[No notes]
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Beautiful Design – detail
Made with premium materials
Surface Book 2 is designed to balance mobility and unprecedented performance in a
laptop this size
Screen
Experience the vibrant PixelSense™ display, designed to be viewed, touched, and written
on. Give presentations, watch video, and work with Pen and Dial in real-life color.
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Mouse
Smooth scrolling for a more intuitive and responsive experience
Three customizable thumb buttons to match how your team members want to work
Use with up to three computers simultaneously, in case your team members need to
switch quickly between devices
Ergonomic side grips and thumb rest for more comfortable work
Supports both Bluetooth and USB connections
Dial
An intuitive and completely new way of interacting with technology
Press and hold Dial to transition seamlessly through tasks—change programs, color
schemes, zoom levels, and more
You can use Surface Dial on screen or off

Finely-tuned keyboard
Work on a stable backlit keyboard that improves typing accuracy and working comfort.

Beautiful Design – scenario
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Note: Customize to your audience

Best of Microsoft – intro
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Best of Microsoft – detail
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Enterprise-grade security
Get the latest security features from Windows 10 Pro. And, with Microsoft 365, you’ll get
automatic updates, so your work will always be secured by the latest protocols. Go
password-free with Windows Hello and wipe sensitive data remotely in case the device is
ever misplaced. Deploy securely with Windows AutoPilot.
Seamless integration with Windows and Office
Microsoft 365–ready

Microsoft 365 combines Windows 10, Office 365, and Enterprise Mobility and Security.
Access the most powerful productivity tools on the planet, without worrying about
updates. Surface Book 2 is Microsoft 365–ready right out of the box.
Windows Mixed Reality
The Surface Book 2 is powerful enough to run emerging mixed reality tech and 3D
modeling.

Best of Microsoft – scenario
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Note: Customize to your audience
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Mouse and USB-C adapters; no notes

Accessories; no notes
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Technical specs; no notes
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Technical specs continued; no notes
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Technical specs continued; no notes

